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By the numbers
Personalised packages on the rise

28
%
42

%

There was a 28 per cent year-on-year increase in travellers
booking trips that included both flights and a hotel1.

Move towards mobile continues

Over two fifths of eDreams ODIGEO bookings are now made via
mobile devices compared to the 28% average in the travel sector2.

Fans flock to Russia for FIFA World Cup

495

%

Russia saw a 495 per cent rise worldwide in the number of
incoming flights booked during the tournament, compared to the
same timeframe in 2017.

1

According to eDreams ODIGEO H1 data, financial year 2019.
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Source: Phocuswright Europe Online Travel Overview 2018.

Executive summary
Welcome to our European Traveller Insights Report for 2018
During the past year, eDreams ODIGEO has helped more than 18.5 million customers curate trips
that are tailored to their travel needs. As Europe’s largest online travel agency, we can offer a unique
perspective on the factors which have motivated travellers to spend time away and the type of trips
they have chosen to take.
In this, our third annual Traveller Insights report, we look back at the main drivers of travel, the top
growth destinations, and key traveller trends for 2018 – before making our predictions for likely holiday
hotspots for 2019.

Main motivations for travel
In 2018, the traditional summer holiday took on a new meaning as football fans from all over Europe
flocked to Russia for the FIFA World Cup. Although fans booking domestic flights within Russia saw the
biggest growth year-on-year during the tournament timeframe, the UK had the highest rise in bookings
to Russia out of the countries who qualified for the group stages of the tournament.

Top growth destinations
Russia stands out as a firm favourite for European travellers in 2018, with the aforementioned football
fever fuelling a total increase in passenger volume of 51 per cent over the year. While the hype around
hygge and investment in tourism has also resulted in four Nordic countries - Finland, Norway, Denmark
and Sweden – making it into the top ten.
Meanwhile, countries which have recently suffered terror-related incidents and political turbulence
are continuing to show signs of recovery when it comes to tourism - a trend which was identified in
last year’s report. Both Egypt and Tunisia appear in the top five countries for growth by passenger
volume, reflecting a shift in people’s perceptions around tourist safety in these regions from January
to September 2018.
For those searching for a short journey, airlines opening up new short-haul routes have resulted in a
surge of short-haul bookings to Ajaccio in France and Karpathos in Greece, while tourists looking for
long-haul have been drawn to Turkey and Israel which have both offered cheaper choices in 2018.
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Personalisation as standard service
At eDreams ODIGEO, we have always enabled customers to create the most convenient journeys
“possible
through booking with multiple airlines – and we have continued to see an increased demand
for personalised travel over the past year. The number of bookings which include both flights and a
hotel has continued to rise, and in September we hosted an international event demonstrating our
investment in personalisation through technology.
We have also seen a steady rise in the proportion of our customers choosing to book through our mobile
site or leading travel app. To meet this move towards mobile, we have continued to develop relevant
products and services in 2018, including the launch of a new augmented reality function across our
mobile apps which allows travellers to quickly scan their hand luggage to ensure it meets airline size
requirements.
Over the coming years, we expect that travellers will increasingly seek personalised packages as
standard service. With one of the largest technology teams in Europe, we are already embracing this
challenge and look forward to helping our customers make even more meaningful memories.

”

Dana Dunne,
CEO of eDreams ODIGEO
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About
eDreams ODIGEO
eDreams ODIGEO is Europe’s largest online travel company, putting technology to work on behalf of
consumers so travellers can get the best prices and greatest convenience.
With almost 20 years of experience, eDreams ODIGEO has grown a successful business and operates
highly regarded global brands including eDreams, GO Voyages, Opodo, Travellink, and the metasearch
engine Liligo. It offers the best, most convenient deals in travel services including flights, hotels, car
rental, and insurance.

We work with over

Largest online
travel agency
in Europe

610

airlines
Serves more than

18.5 million

customers every year
Offers

1.7
million

hotel options

Largest in-house team
dedicated to technological
development out of any
airline or online travel
company in Europe
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Main drivers for 2018
Football fans flocked to Russia for the World Cup
Summer 2018 saw football fans flock to Russia for the FIFA World Cup, with the host country seeing a
495 per cent worldwide rise in the number of incoming flights booked during the tournament compared
to the same timeframe in 20173.

Russia saw a boom in domestic flights, with a 1,862 per cent rise in bookings during the
tournament timeframe, as fans travelled from other parts of the country to see the matches in
person.

After the host country, the UK had the highest rise in bookings to Russia out of the countries who
qualified for the group stages of the tournament. The number of flights booked to Russia by UK-based
passengers during the timeframe was over five times greater in 2018 than 2017.
The data also showed that the football spirit spread to fans in countries where national teams did
not progress to the group stages. Israel saw over seven times the amount of flights booked to Russia
compared to last year, and the Czech Republic was in the top five with an increase of 397 per cent.
Although the World Cup winners, France, do not appear in the top ten countries which saw the highest
growth in fans flocking to Russia during the tournament, the team still had plenty of support in
the stadiums. France has seen high numbers of travellers heading to Russia in recent years, so the
sustained high numbers of bookings during the tournament did not cause a big a spike as was seen in
the top ten growth countries listed below.
Sweden

Russia

+304%

+1,862%

Germany

+286%

UK

+462%
Switzerland

World Cup Travel Fever

+264%

Spain

Turkey

+394%

+282%

Austria

+230%

Czech Republic

+397%

3

Israel

+632%

The timeframe for which this data was extracted included bookings made in October 2016- July 2017 for travel between 14th June 2017 and 15th July 2017, compared to
bookings made between October 2017 and July 2018 for travel between 14th June 2018 and 15th July 2018.
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Top growth countries for
European travellers

Top ten growth countries in 2018
Russia stands out as a firm favourite for European travellers in 2018, with football fever fuelling a
51 per cent increase in passenger volume over the course of 2018. Since the World Cup, tournament
organisers have said that hosting the event added more than 14.5 billion US$ to the Russian economy
– more than one per cent of the country’s GDP4.
Coming in at second place, the 40 per cent rise in European travellers heading to Finland aligns
with government statistics on the country’s steady growth in visitor numbers. In 2017, for example,
international travel to Finland broke all previous records as nights spent by foreign tourists grew by 14
per cent and reached 6.6 million in total5.
Other Nordic countries have also crept into the top ten for 2018, including Denmark which has

seen a 15 per cent rise in visitors – unsurprising due to the hype around the Danish ‘Hygge’
lifestyle. Lonely Planet also awarded Copenhagen its number one recommendation for the best city to
visit in 2019, citing its food, design, and bicycle-friendly setup6.

Countries which have been hit hard by the impact of terrorism and political turbulence in recent
times feature in the top five countries. Egypt and Tunisia have seen growth in passenger volume of

21 per cent and 15 per cent respectively throughout the year.

The upward trend in travellers heading to Tunisia correlates with a positive shift in people’s perceptions
around tourist safety, combined with an appetite to get the best value for money. In July 2017, the UK’s
Foreign and Commonwealth Office changed its travel advice for Tunisia - signalling to British travellers
that it is safe to go on holiday to the country. In January 2018, French President Macron headed to
Tunisia to strengthen ties with the nation, and show support for bolstering the country’s economy7.

4 https://www.straitstimes.com/sport/football/football-world-cup-boosted-russias-economy-by-over-20b-say-organisers
5

https://www.businessfinland.fi/en/whats-new/news/2018/all-time-year-for-travel-record-growth-made-Finland-the-most-interesting-destination-in-northern-europe/

6

https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/travel/lonely-planet-best-in-travel-2019-top-destinations-sri-lanka-copenhagen/

7

https://www.news24.com/Africa/News/frances-macron-visits-tunisia-to-support-transition-20180131
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Greece is an example of another country reaping benefits from investment in its tourism sector, seeing
a 15% increase in the number of European travellers in 2018. The Greek Tourism Minister has announced
that 2018 has been the best year ever for the country’s tourism sector, and had been a ‘small miracle’
for the country’s economy which has seen a 2.1 per cent increase in 20188.
The President of the Polish Tourism Organisation is similarly optimistic, saying that he expects 2018 to
be a record-breaking year for the country’s tourism sector due to improved accessibility for visitors9.
This is reflected in the eDreams ODIGEO growth rankings, with the business witnessing a 12 per cent
rise in travellers heading to Poland in the last year.

Top ten countries by year-on-year passenger growth for all
European travellers

Finland

Russia

+40%

+51%

Norway

+19%

Sweden

+10%

Denmark

+15%

Poland

+12%

Romania

+8%

Tunisia

+15%

Greece

+15%

Egypt

+21%

8 https://news.gtp.gr/2018/11/05/greece-presents-new-tourism-growth-plan-wtm-london-2018/
9 https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/record-number-of-foreign-tourists-expected-in-poland-this-year-2886
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Top short-haul growth cities
for European travellers in 2018

Sports attract short-haul bookings
Looking at growth in short-haul bookings in 2018, the evidence that European travellers rushed to
Russia for the World Cup is reinforced, as the country boasts four out of the top five destinations (Adler
Sochi, Kaliningrad, Kazan and Yekaterinburg)10. These cities all played host to football fans during the
tournament, each home to at least one stadium where play-offs took place.

As the most popular Russian destination
for short-haul travellers, Adler Sochi had an
added draw for sports fans in 2018 – hosting the
Russian Grand Prix at the Sochi Autodrom in September

The Netherlands nets culture-seekers
The Netherlands saw a surge in short-haul bookings after Leeuwarden-Friesland was declared the
European Capital of Culture for 2018. It is likely that those flying into the nearby airport of Groningen
were culture seekers heading to the city.

New routes broaden traveller horizons
Airlines opening up new short-haul routes also drove bookings over the past year, with previously
difficult to reach destinations welcoming tourists for the first time. A few notable examples include Air
Corsica launching flights from the UK to French town Ajaccio in May and Germania launching a direct
flight from Munich to Karpathos Greece a few months later.

10

eDreams ODIGEO defines short haul flights as those booked to another country within the same continent, while long haul flights are defined as those booked to
another country within another continent.
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Top ten short-haul destinations by year-on-year booking
growth for all European travellers

Sweden
(Växjö)

+98%

Russia
(Kaliningrad)

Russia
(Kazan)

+136%

+126%

Denmark
(Bornholm)

+104%

Denmark
(Aarhus)

+101%

Netherlands
(Groningen)

+256%

Russia
(Adler Sochi)

France
(Ajaccio)

+106%

+215%

Greece
(Karpathos)

+100%
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Russia
(Yekaterinburg)

+108%

Top long-haul growth cities for
European travellers in 2018

Adventures are becoming more affordable
The availability of affordable long-haul travel has been the main draw for tempting travellers further
afield in 2018.
Turkey came out top for long-haul bookings growth, with travellers taking advantage of the fall in value
of the Lira. Coming in second, Israel has also seen a surge in long-haul bookings as prices have dropped
after an Open Skies agreement with the European Union.

Top ten long-haul destinations by year-on-year booking growth
for all European travellers

Turkey
(Kutahya)

+120 %
Egypt
(Sharm el-Sheikh)

+147 %

US
(Austin)

+109 %
Cape Verde
(Boa Vista Island)

+89 %

Turkey
(Nevsehir)

+265 %
Cape Verde
(Sal)

+148 %

Israel
(Ovda)

+166 %
Argentina
(Rosario)

Egypt
(Marsa Alam)

+130 %

+156 %

Argentina
(Mendoza)

+98 %
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Key trends for 2018
Travellers continue to seek tailored trips
Throughout the past year, the business has continued to see an increased demand for personalised
travel. Customers want to tailor their trips in several ways – from splitting their journey across
multiple airlines to get the most convenient package possible, to adding additional services such as
extra baggage, to creating personalised options which include both flights and accommodation.
According to eDreams ODIGEO data at the end of H1 financial year 2019, the amount of bookings made
for trips which include both flight and accommodation have risen 28 per cent year on year.

Delivering a personalised and efficient
experience for consumers has also become the key
to success in the online travel industry.
The companies that can meet this challenge have the potential to disrupt the whole sector, driving
profits and customer loyalty.
Earlier last year, eDreams ODIGEO hosted an international event at its headquarters in Barcelona
to demonstrate its developments in personalisation through technology. Whether this is through
machine-based learning that predicts customer needs by studying aggregated and anonymised
bookings, or through user experience experts using cutting-edge behaviour tools to inform product
decisions, the business is focused on providing a truly personalised service for travellers.
Machine-based learning means that customers are presented with the most relevant travel options
for them, from the cheapest and most convenient flights to the most useful additional services like
travel insurance and transfer options from the airport. The algorithms used by eDreams ODIGEO
make approximately eight billion predictions every day, be it a good value and convenient flight,
accommodation or a range of ancillary product options.
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The team is always looking to stay ahead
when it comes to personalisation and is
using this expertise in machine-based learning
to develop a new virtual travel assistant.
Although still in development, this new feature will be powered by voice command and will support
travellers throughout their journeys. Among a wide range of features, the assistant will have the ability
to recommend trips based on the preferences of the traveller, as well as providing assistance at the
destination using geolocation, by offering directions or suggesting the best sights to see.

Personalised packages on the rise:
There was a

28%

year-on-year
increase in travellers booking trips
that included both flights and a hotel
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Move towards mobile
continues

Over the last few years, the online travel industry has seen increasing numbers of consumers moving
away from using desktop computers and instead using their mobile devices to research and book
travel. More than two fifths of eDreams ODIGEO’s customers (42%)11 are already booking via mobile
devices rather than on desktops, ahead of the industry average (28% according to the Phocuswright
Europe Online Travel Overview 2018).
To meet this expectation, eDreams ODIGEO has introduced tailored alerts such as flight timing updates
and luggage collection information to our apps, as well as city guides for top destinations. These extra
services allow customers to take advantage of their smartphone’s ability to become the ultimate travel
companion.

More recently, the business launched a new
augmented reality function across our mobile apps
which allows travellers to quickly scan their hand
luggage to ensure it meets airline size requirements.

11

This statistic applies to eDreams ODIGEO bookings made during Q2 Financial year 2019.

More than two fifths
of eDreams ODIGEO
customers (42 %) now
choose to book via mobile
devices rather than on
desktops
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Scandinavian travellers book
breaks furthest in advance

Travellers from Scandinavian countries continue to book their trips the furthest in advance in 2018,
with Finland and Denmark ranking as the highest average booking periods for both short and long
trips. Travellers from Finland left 48 days on average for trips between 2 and 5 days long and 60 days
for trips between 7 and 14 days, while travellers from Denmark left 46 days and 59 days respectively.
In comparison, French-based travellers are the most spontaneous, leaving the shortest notice for trips
of all types. For trips between 2 and 5 days travellers from France left 36 days on average, and for trips
between 7 and 14 days they booked 48 days ahead of departure.
On average, European travellers booked more than a week earlier for short trips in 2018 (39 days) than
for long trips (51 days).

Meanwhile, January and February remained
the two months when travellers booked furthest in
advance, as they continue to take advantage of
winter airline sales.

The average advance booking time for short breaks increased from 45 days in January 2017 to 46 days
in January 2018 - while advance booking for long breaks also increased from 60 days in January 2017
to 62 days in January 2018.
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Short breaks stay popular

Short breaks were the most popular holiday option for 2018, with 28 per cent of all bookings spanning
three and four days in length.
Mid-length trips came in second place, with 26 per cent of all bookings spanning seven and thirteen
days in length, while:

21 days plus
2 days
14 to 20 days

10%

13%

10%

28%

26%
12%
7 to 13 days

5 to 6 days
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3 to 4 days

A look ahead to 2019

Predictions for 2019
holiday hotspots

Looking at the city destinations which have seen the biggest increase in forward bookings from
European travellers (flights purchased the year before travel), it is possible to get an indication of the
cities which are likely to receive a tourism boost in 2019.
European travellers are setting their sights outside the continent when booking trips for next year,
with six out of the top ten forward booking growth destinations located outside Europe – including
far-flung locations including the Philippines and Namibia – suggesting travellers are continuing to take
advantage of cheap long-haul journeys offered by the rise of new low-cost airlines.

Antalya, Turkey
Antalya tops the list with growth of 163 per cent in forward bookings compared to 2017. The fall of the
Turkish Lira - despite its impact on increasing costs of day-to-day family goods - has proven a major
pull factor for tourists, as holidays continue to offer incredible value12.

Nordic cities top European destinations
For inter-continental destinations, Nordic hot spots are very popular with Europeans in 2019, with
Kittila in Finland and Bergen in Norway taking second and third place respectively.

Cairo, Egypt
The opening of the Grand Egyptian Museum in 2018, featuring some of Egypt’s most impressive
archaeological riches, may be behind this surge in forward bookings. In 2018, Cairo was one of the top
booked destinations between the months of January and September.
Bookings made in 2018 for travel in 2019 show that Egypt may continue to be considered a popular
destination provided that security perception remains stable.

12

https://www.fvw.com/news/fvw-workshop-turkey-german-tour-operators-predict-strong-bookings-for-2019/393/192557/11245
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Ajaccio, France
Ajaccio, a French island city in the beautiful Mediterranean Sea and birthplace of French Emperor
Napoléon Bonaparte, is another place to watch in the year 2019 - coincidentally 2019 will mark 250
years since the birth of Napoleon.
With airlines now opening up short-haul routes, may have resulted in the surge of 48% of bookings
compared to 2017.

Top 10 destinations for growth in 2019
Norway (Bergen)

+69%

Finland (Kittila)

+110%

Turkey
(Antalya)

+163%

France (Ajaccio)

+48%

Austria (Vienna)

+45%

Phillipines (Mactan-Cebu)

+40 %

Egypt (Cairo)

+62%
Colombia (Bogota)

+38%

Seychelles (Mahe Island)

+37%

Namibia (Windhoek)

+43%

Based on flights booked in 2018 for departure in 2019, compared to flights booked in 2017 for departure in 2018 year-on-year.
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Methodology
The eDreams ODIGEO European Traveller Insights 2018 Report is based on booking
data from the company’s online travel agency brands (eDreams, Opodo, Go Voyages
and Travellink) from major European markets made between two time frames January 2017 to September 2017, and January 2018 to September 2018 - unless
otherwise stated.
The main European markets are Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway, France, Germany,
Portugal, Spain, Italy and the UK.
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About
eDreams ODIGEO
eDreams ODIGEO is one of the world’s largest online travel companies and one of
the largest European e-commerce businesses. Under its leading online travel agency
brands – eDreams, GO Voyages, Opodo, Travellink, and the metasearch engine Liligo –
it offers the best deals in regular flights, low-cost airlines, hotels, cruises, car rental,
dynamic packages, holiday packages and travel insurance to make travel easier, more
accessible, and better value for the more than 18 million customers it serves across
43 markets. eDreams ODIGEO is listed in the Spanish Stock Market.
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